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ABSTRACT: Previous efforts to enhance thermoelectric
performance have primarily focused on reduction in lattice
thermal conductivity caused by broad-based phonon scattering
across multiple length scales. Herein, we demonstrate a design
strategy which provides for simultaneous improvement of
electrical and thermal properties of p-type PbSe and leads to
ZT ∼ 1.6 at 923 K, the highest ever reported for a tellurium-
free chalcogenide. Our strategy goes beyond the recent ideas of
reducing thermal conductivity by adding two key new theory-
guided concepts in engineering, both electronic structure and
band alignment across nanostructure−matrix interface. Utiliz-
ing density functional theory for calculations of valence band energy levels of nanoscale precipitates of CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and
ZnSe, we infer favorable valence band alignments between PbSe and compositionally alloyed nanostructures of CdS1−xSex/
ZnS1−xSex. Then by alloying Cd on the cation sublattice of PbSe, we tailor the electronic structure of its two valence bands (light
hole L and heavy hole Σ) to move closer in energy, thereby enabling the enhancement of the Seebeck coefficients and the power
factor.

■ INTRODUCTION

Thermoelectric generation technology, a type of solid-state
‘heat engine’ capable of converting heat to electricity, is
expected to play an important role in energy generation. The
key parameter that defines the efficiency of thermoelectric
materials the ‘thermoelectric figure of merit’ ZT is derived from
a combination of three properties: the thermal conductivity (κ),
the electrical conductivity (σ), and the Seebeck coefficient (S)
as well as the absolute temperature (T):1−5 ZT = (S2σ/κ)T.
The well-known interdependence of S, σ, and κ complicates
efforts in developing strategies for improving a material’s
average ZT above 2.0, a feat that could revolutionize the field of
thermal energy conversion especially using less expensive, more
earth abundant materials. An effective strategy for improving
ZT involves reducing the lattice thermal conductivity,
particularly through introducing nanoscale precipitates in bulk
matrix or compacting nanostructural grain-sized materials.6−11

In most of these cases, however, the power factor is also
reduced relative to the single-phase parent material because the
nanoprecipitates and corresponding interfaces increase carrier
scattering. Approaches to enhance the power factor (S2σ)
include modifying the band structure by electronic resonance
states,12 designing quantum confinement effects,13 and electron

energy barrier filtering14 to generate enhanced Seebeck
coefficients. Unfortunately, these efforts have not yet produced
clear winning combinations exhibiting notable enhancements.
Nearly barrierless carrier transport between the endotaxially
aligned components can minimize deterioration of the hole
mobility and electrical conductivity and retain the high power
factor of a good thermoelectric material.15,16

Remarkable progress has recently been made with excep-
tional ZT in both p- and n-type PbTe systems through
nanostructuring,6 hierarchical architecturing,7 and band struc-
ture engineering (resonant states12 and convergence17). These
advanced thermoelectric materials are based on Te which is
scarce in its earth abundance and consequently quite costly.
PbSe is now attracting increasing attention because of the 50-
fold greater earth abundance of Se, which is also almost 5 times
less expensive than Te. Although PbSe combines several
attractive features such as higher melting point, lower cost, and
higher operation temperatures,18 its electronic structure is not
as advantageous as that of PbTe. Following a few studies
performed several decades ago, PbSe was subsequently largely
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neglected in favor of PbTe, because of the more desirable band
structure of the latter for thermoelectricity. Recent work,
however, has shown that ZTs as high as ∼1.2 can be obtained at
∼900 K for n-type PbSe9,19 and ∼1.2 at ∼850 K for p-type
PbSe.20 Theoretical calculations suggest that p-type PbSe can
potentially reach a ZT of ∼1.8 at 923 K,21 indicating tantalizing
prospects for further improvements in ZT values in this system.
The electronic band structure of PbSe is not as favorable as

that of PbTe because the two key valence bands (light hole L
and heavy hole Σ) are energetically much farther apart in PbSe.
The L−Σ band separation in PbTe is 0.15 eV compared to 0.26
eV in PbSe.22 Thus as the temperature increases, in the case of
PbTe, carriers from the Σ band can be excited to the L band
increasing the Seebeck coefficient and power factor, whereas in
PbSe only the L band contributes to its p-type transport.23−26

This separation of valence bands accounts for the significantly
lower ZT values of PbSe. Herein we show a direct route to
reduce the relative energy difference between the two bands in
PbSe, which allows the Σ band to contribute to the overall
thermoelectric performance. Guided by our theoretical
calculations we identified Cd alloying in PbSe as a powerful
means of achieving better energetic convergence of the L and Σ
bands that leads to an enhancement of the Seebeck coefficients
and higher power factor. In addition, we simultaneously
minimize band energy offsets between the PbSe matrix and
nanostructured phases using compositionally alloyed
CdS1−xSex/ZnS1−xSex which allow for facile carrier transport
by maintaining high hole mobility. Collectively, we show that
by integrating different but synergistic concepts: (a) intramatrix
band structure convergence, (b) interphase PbSe/CdS band
alignment and offset minimization; and (c) with all-scale
hierarchical nano/mesostructuring, we can push ZT of heavily
doped p-type PbSe to reach ∼1.6 at 923 K (Figure 1).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The design strategy we describe here for improving the
thermoelectric performance of PbSe involves several key steps
(Figure 1), which when combined will have a maximum impact
on ZT. First, we use selected second phases and Na doping to
create point defects in the Pb sublattice of PbSe, reducing the
thermal conductivity. Second, the nanostructured precipitates
are endotaxially dispersed in the PbSe matrix, which then is
mesoscale structured using spark plasma sintering to achieve
small and uniform grain size to further minimize the thermal
conductivity via grain boundary scattering. Third, the valence
band energy levels of PbSe and those of the second phases
(CdS, CdSe, ZnS and ZnSe) were calculated from density
functional theory (DFT) to determine the trends in band
offsets to assist in designing the optimal nanostructure phase
that would reduce band offsets and minimize the adverse
impact on the hole mobility. Fourth, guided by the DFT
calculations, we reduce the energy difference between the light
(L) and heavy (Σ) valence bands (see below) after Cd alloying,
which leads to enhancements in Seebeck coefficient and power
factor. Finally, to further aid in heavy valence band
convergence, we use high Na doping to lower the Fermi level.
Figure 2 shows the thermoelectric properties as a function of

temperature for Pb0.98Na0.02Se-x%CdS. It is worth noting that
the electrical conductivity values show negligible change with
varying CdS fraction (Figure 2a), indicating CdS as a second
phase does not diminish the hole mobility as seen by the trend
in the measured Hall mobility values (Table S2), to be
discussed later. The room temperature Seebeck coefficients are

positive, e.g., ∼ +21 μV K−1, consistent with 2.0% Na doping
(Figure 2b). Upon varying the CdS fraction, the Seebeck
coefficients show negligible change, suggesting the carrier
concentration, which is controlled by the Na concentration, is
similar for all samples. The maximum of the power factor shifts
to higher temperature by the 2.0% Na doping and reaches the
highest value of ∼14.9 μW cm−1 K−2 at 923 K. It is important
to highlight that power factors for the CdS-containing samples
are even higher than that of similarly doped control sample
Pb0.98Na0.02Se without second phases over the entire temper-
ature ranges. The power factor maxima range from ∼17.0 to
∼14.8 μW cm−1 K−2, as the CdS amount rises from 1.0 to 4.0%
(Figure 2c). The power factors obtained here are higher than
those reported previously in p-type PbSe-MSe (M = Ca, Sr, Ba)
system.27 The reasons are the improved carrier mobility and
enhanced Seebeck coefficients caused by minimizing the
valence band energy offsets between PbSe matrix and
compositionally alloyed second phases, respectively. This will
be discussed later.
The total thermal conductivity (κtot) shows a significant

decrease with increasing CdS (Figure 2d), and this falling trend
is also observed in κlat (Figure 2e), indicating that the dispersed
CdS phase is highly effective in phonon scattering. At room

Figure 1. (a) Thermoelectric figure of merit, ZT, as a function of
temperature for Pb0.98Na0.02Se with 3.0% second phases (CdS, CdSe,
ZnS, and ZnSe). (b) Cumulative integration of material approaches as
a function of ZT.
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temperature, the κlat decreases from ∼1.53 Wm−1 K−1 for pure
PbSe to ∼1.02 Wm−1 K−1 as the CdS content is increased to
4.0%. Correspondingly, the κlat at 923 K decreases to ∼0.57
Wm−1 K−1 for the 4.0% CdS samples. The combined higher
power factor and lower thermal conductivity of the
Pb0.98Na0.02Se-3.0%CdS sample results in a ZT value of ∼1.6
at 923 K (Figure 2f).
CdSe exhibits different energy levels for the conduction and

valence bands compared to CdS, therefore the addition of CdSe
into the PbSe matrix is expected to lead to differences in the
electrical and thermal transport behaviors. Figures S4 and S5
show the thermoelectric transport behavior for the
Pb0.98Na0.02Se-x%CdSe samples. Contrary to that of CdS-
containing samples, the electrical conductivity decreases with
increasing amounts of CdSe over the entire temperature range,
a significant difference from those of CdS, which will be
discussed later. Therefore, unlike CdS the rising fraction of
CdSe as a second phase significantly diminishes the hole
mobility, Table S2. The ZT values for the CdSe-containing
samples continue to rise up to 923 K, the maximum ZT value of
∼1.4 at 923K is observed for the Pb0.98Na0.02Se-3.0%CdSe
sample. The ZnS and ZnSe were chosen for comparison to the
CdS and CdSe systems as they present several substantial
chemical and physical differences from CdS and CdSe. Key
differences include the energy band gaps are much larger in
ZnS and ZnSe and the energies of the conduction and valence
band levels are different, thereby presenting larger band offsets
in connection with those of PbSe. Our results confirm the
theoretical predictions that Zn-containing phases are less
optimal than CdS with maximum ZT values of ∼1.3 and
∼1.4 at 923 K achieved for Pb0.98Na0.02Se-3%ZnSe and
Pb0.98Na0.02Se-3%ZnS samples, respectively (Figures S6−11).
Light Hole L/Heavy Hole Σ Bands Convergence in

PbSe through Cd Alloying and Seebeck Coefficient

Enhancement. Figure 3a shows the Seebeck coefficients as a
function of temperature for Pb0.98Na0.02Se with 3.0% second

phases (CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe). The p-type PbSe samples
show higher Seebeck coefficients than that of n-type controlled
PbSe0.98Cl0.02 with similar carrier concentration of ∼3 × 1020

cm−3, especially at elevated temperature. Namely, the Seebeck
coefficient at 923 K is ∼ +225−250 μV K−1 for p-type PbSe,
whereas by comparison it is only ∼−100 μV K−1 for similarly
doped n-type PbSe. In addition, among the p-type samples with
the same carrier concentration of ∼3 × 1020 cm−3, the Seebeck
coefficients for the Zn-containing samples show the same levels
as those of pristine Pb0.98Na0.02Se but lower than those of the
Cd-containing samples (this will be discussed later). The
doubling of the Seebeck coefficients in p-type samples is related
to the involvement of the heavy valence band, and it can be
explained by the contribution of the Σ band at high

Figure 2. Thermoelectric properties as a function of temperature for
Pb0.98Na0.02Se-x%CdS: (a) Electrical conductivity; (b) Seebeck
coefficient; (c) power factor; (d) total thermal conductivity; (e)
lattice thermal conductivity; and (f) ZT.

Figure 3. Seebeck coefficients and heavy valence band offsets for
Pb0.98Na0.02Se with 3.0% second phases: (a) Seebeck coefficient as a
function of temperature for Pb0.98Na0.02Se with 3.0% second phases
(CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe); n-type PbSe0.98Cl0.02 with similar carrier
density is plotted for comparison; and Seebeck coefficients were
enhanced by the heavy valence bands and band structure tailoring. (b)
Carrier concentration as a function of temperature for PbQ (Q = Te,15

Se, and S11). (c) Pisarenko plots at 300 K. The black solid line is the
theoretical Pisarenko line that takes into account the valence band
structure of PbSe,18,28 notice the change in curvature around 2 × 1020

cm−3. The dashed line corresponds to a single nonparabolic band with
assumption of acoustic phonon scattering. Na-doped Pb0.99Mn0.01Se,

18

Pb1−xNaxSe,
20 and Pb1−xKxSe

28 are plotted for comparison. (d)
Electronic absorption spectra of PbSe samples with different CdS/
CdSe fractions and without Na doping. (e) Electronic absorption
spectra of PbSe samples with different ZnS/ZnSe fractions and
without Na doping. (f) Band energy differences as function of Cd
fractions in PbSe for the conduction (C), light hole (L), and heavy
hole (Σ) bands.
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temperature. As the temperature increases carriers from the Σ
band can be excited to the L band.22 The carrier concentration
in Figure 3b shows an apparent rise with temperature in p-types
PbTe and PbSe but not for n-type PbSe or p-type PbS. This
thermal increase in carriers is because the interband excitations
are possible between the two valence bands for PbTe and PbSe.
In PbSe, the interaction of the two valence bands is apparent at
about 673 K, compared to only 400 K for PbTe. Enhancements
of Seebeck coefficient result from the increasing effective mass
m* by a factor of Nv

2/3. Nv is the number of degenerate valleys
and is 4 for the L band and 12 for the Σ band.17,22Specifically,
m* = Nv

2/3mb*, where mb* is the average (single valley)
effective mass of the degenerate valleys.
Evidence for the narrowing of the L−Σ energy separation in

the Cd-containing PbSe materials is shown in the Pisarenko
relation between the Seebeck coefficient and carrier concen-
tration (Figure 3c).12 The dashed line is theoretical and
corresponds to a single parabolic band assuming acoustic
phonon scattering.9 The black solid line corresponds to a
nonparabolic model that takes into account the valence band
structure of PbSe.18,28 The Seebeck coefficients for both Na
and K heavily doped PbSe fall on the black solid line.20,28The
flattening of the Seebeck coefficient appears at >3 × 1019 cm−3

for PbTe29 but at much higher doping levels of >2 × 1020 cm−3

for PbSe because of its larger L−Σ energy separation.
We observed that the Cd-containing samples exhibit higher

Seebeck coefficients than the Zn-containing samples in the
entire temperature range of measurement, Figure 3a. This
distinction between Cd and Zn may be related to their
respective solubility limits in the PbSe matrix and is supported
by optical spectroscopy measurements. With increasing
concentrations of wide band gap CdS and CdSe, the electronic
absorption spectra of PbSe samples show a widening of the
band gap, Figure 3d. Since the increase of the PbSe band gap
upon addition of the wide band gap metal sulfides ceases above
2% fraction, the room temperature solubility limit of Cd
appears to be about 1.0−2.0%. However, in the case of ZnS/
ZnSe samples, Figure 3e, no band gap changes are observed,
suggesting a much lower solubility limit.
As mentioned above, the interaction of L and Σ bands with

rising temperature causes an increase in the effective mass of
carrier holes. Suggested by our DFT calculations, we find that
Cd alloying in PbSe has a significant effect on the energies of
both L and Σ bands. To investigate band energies for the
conduction band (C band) and valence bands (L and Σ bands)
of Cd-containing samples, we considered rock salt primitive
supercell of PbSe and different concentrations of Cd addition at
∼1.0% (Pb124Cd1Se125) and ∼3.0% (Pb26Cd1Se27) to inves-
tigate band changes. Calculations for the Zn case were not
carried out since no solid solubility of Zn in PbSe was observed.
The calculated band structures for PbSe, Pb0.99Cd0.01Se, and
Pb0.97Cd0.03Se are given in Figure S12. As shown in Figure 3f,
increasing Cd concentration increases band gap, i.e., in the
energy separation between L and C bands (ΔEC−L) which is
consistent with the experimental band gap measurements
(Figure 3d). While the energy of the Σ band remains roughly
constant with respect to the C band, showing negligible changes
of ΔEC−Σ with Cd alloying, the two valence bands (L and Σ)
move closer in energy (ΔEL−Σ). With rising temperature,
further convergence of L and Σ bands could occur through
band broadening. The contribution of Σ band at high
temperatures increases the effective mass (Table S2) and
enhances the Seebeck coefficient. In other words, the energy

separation between the L and Σ bands decreases with Cd
alloying. Therefore, the alloying of Cd on the cation sublattice
of PbSe makes Pb1−xCdxSe more similar to PbTe in terms of
the heavy valence band convergence. The predictions of band
convergence from DFT are confirmed by the measured
enhancement of the Seebeck coefficient, shown in Figure
3a,c. The Seebeck coefficient enhancement is similar in
character to that caused by resonant states.13,30 Namely, the
Cd-containing samples show enhancements of 10 and 25 μV
K−1 in Seebeck coefficient at 300 and 923 K, respectively. This
Seebeck enhancement via intramatrix electronic structure
engineering is a key enabling strategy to achieve the high ZT
obtained in this work.

Valence Band Energy Offsets Between PbSe Matrix
and MQ Second Phases and Electrical Conductivity. In
order to further illustrate the effects of these metal sulfide and
selenide nanostructures on the thermoelectric properties of p-
type PbSe, we make a comparison as a function of all relevant
second phases, e.g., CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe. Figure S13a
shows the temperature-dependent electrical conductivities for
Pb0.98Na0.02Se with 3.0% second phases (CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and
ZnSe), since 3.0% is the optimized fraction for all systems
resulting in the best thermoelectric performance. It is readily
seen that the electrical conductivities for the CdS/ZnS-
containing samples outperform those of CdSe/ZnSe-containing
samples over the entire measurement temperature range. Also,
it can be clearly seen that CdS/ZnS-containing samples retain
nearly the same levels of electrical conductivity as the control
sample of Pb0.98Na0.02Se. Since the carrier concentration is
similar for all samples and controlled by fixing the 2.0% Na
doping, the variations of electrical conductivity are attributed to
the carrier mobility. Interestingly, with an increase in the
second-phase fraction, the carrier mobilities for the CdS/ZnS
samples show negligible changes. In contrast, a decreasing trend
is observed for the CdSe/ZnSe-containing samples (Figure 4a).
We will now discuss how the hole carrier mobility is affected

by the valence band offsets between the host PbSe matrix and
the nanostructured second-phase precipitates. DFT calculations
of band alignment show (Figure 4b) that, relative to PbSe, the
valence band energy differences are 0.06, 0.27, 0.13, and 0.30
eV for CdSe, CdS, ZnSe and ZnS, respectively. Details of the
DFT calculations for these energy barriers can be found in
Figure S14. The reduced electron mobility for CdSe/ZnSe
samples indicates relatively strong scattering of holes across the
(CdSe/ZnSe)/PbSe interfaces, whose energy offsets are
relatively large.31 Clearly the band offsets between perfectly
ordered, stoichiometric phases are not sufficient to explain the
observed behavior. However, EDX analysis on these nano-
precipitates (Figures S15 and S16) suggests that when CdS/
ZnS are introduced in the PbSe matrix, the nanoprecipitates are
not perfectly stoichiometric but rather form solid solutions of
the type CdS1−xSex/ZnS1−xSex (Figure 4b). We assert that the
valence band energy levels for CdS1−xSex/ZnS1−xSex will be
intermediate between the valence band energies of CdS/ZnS
and CdSe/ZnSe (though not necessarily linear in x; Figure 4b
is only a schematic illustration) and achieve excellent energy
level alignments (minimal offset) with the PbSe matrix. To
verify this assumption, we selectively calculated the valence
band alignment of CdS0.9Se0.1. As expected, the valence band
energy level for CdS0.9Se0.1 lies between those of CdS and
CdSe. This type of band-offset engineering that takes advantage
of the electronic bands of the nonstoichiometric nanostructures
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is a new insight and allows facile carrier transport between
matrix and nanostructure.15,16

All-Scale Hierarchical Structuring: Reduction of
Lattice Thermal Conductivity via nano/meso-structur-
ing. The total thermal conductivities for the samples having
CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe additions are at comparable levels
and show the same trend as a function of temperature (Figure
S13c). The lattice thermal conductivity is strongly reduced by
introducing second phases (Figure S13d), underscoring the
high efficacy of the binary sulfide and selenide nanostructures in
strong scattering of phonons. Specifically, at room temperature,
the lattice thermal conductivity decreases from ∼1.53 Wm−1

K−1 for pure PbSe to ∼1.16, ∼1.18, ∼1.20, and ∼1.18 Wm−1

K−1 for the CdS-, CdSe-, ZnS-, and ZnSe-containing samples,

respectively. Correspondingly, the lattice thermal conductivity
at 923 K decreases to ∼0.63, ∼0.64, ∼0.72, and ∼0.73 Wm−1

K−1 for CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe samples, respectively.
The presence of nanostructures and mesoscale grains in the

PbSe matrix is confirmed by our TEM studies. The low-
magnification TEM image (Figure 5a) highlights the grain size

for the Pb0.98Na0.02Se-3%CdS polycrystalline sample as being
∼1−2 μm (Figure 5c). From the medium-magnification images
shown in Figure 5b, small precipitates with size from 2 to 10
nm are observed for Pb0.98Na0.02Se-3%CdS, and the size
distribution of the precipitates is depicted in the histogram of
Figure 5d. The inset of Figure 5b is the respective electron
diffraction pattern, taken from a selected area aperture to
include the matrix and several precipitates. The absence of extra
Bragg spots is consistent with the endotaxial crystallographic
alignment between the matrix and the precipitates.11,16 The
number density for precipitates is estimated to be about 9.12 ×
1018 cm−3 for Pb0.98Na0.02Se-3%CdS and 8.12 × 1018 cm−3 for
Pb0.98Na0.02Se-3%ZnSe (Figure S17). The high-resolution
phase contrast image (Figure 5e) further confirms the
crystallographic endotaxial alignment. Spatially distributed
semiquantitative strain analysis was performed by the geometric
phase analysis32 technique to determine the presence of relative
elastic/plastic strain in reference to the matrix. The strain maps
along εxx and εyy of Pb0.98Na0.02Se-3%CdS are shown in Figure
5f. The maps illustrate elastic strain at the boundaries circled by
the dotted line. Furthermore, the circle line profile in Figure 5f
depicts the lattice mismatch of the precipitate and the matrix of
about 8% (Figure S18). High-resolution images of correspond-

Figure 4. Carrier mobility and valence band alignments for
Pb0.98Na0.02Se with 3.0% second phases: (a) Carrier mobility as a
function of second-phase contents for Pb0.98Na0.02Se with x%CdS
(ZnS) with similar carrier concentration of ∼3 × 1020 cm−3, inset
shows x%CdSe (ZnSe)-containing samples, the carrier mobilities for
the CdS/ZnS-containing samples show negligible changes. (b) DFT
band alignments of the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB)
energy levels for PbSe, CdS, CdSe, ZnS, and ZnSe. CdS1−xSex and
ZnS1−xSex solid solutions show a energy levels bridging. All
calculations are in the NaCl structure, and CdS and ZnS are from
ref 16.

Figure 5. Micro and nanostructures for Pb0.98Na0.02Se-3.0%CdS: (a)
Low-magnification TEM image showing mesoscale grains, (b)
Medium-magnification TEM images showing nanostructures. (c)
Grain size distribution histogram of (a). (d) Precipitate size
distribution of (c). (e)The crystallography alignment between the
precipitates and the matrix. The corresponding strain maps along εxx
(f, top) and εyy (f, bottom) are also shown which is highlighted by red
line in (e).
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ing strain maps and the lattice mismatch for the Pb0.98Na0.02Se-
3%ZnSe sample can be found in Figure S19. The observed
nanostructured precipitates and strains are believed to have an
exceptional influence on the broad-based phonon scattering on
multiple length scales.

■ CONCLUDING REMARKS

The integration of band structure engineering (both intraphase
L−Σ band convergence and interphase band offset gap
tailoring) with all-scale hierarchical structuring pushes ZT to
the highest level for p-type PbSe (with CdS nanostructures) of
∼1.6 at 923 K. This ZT value is a record for a Te-free
thermoelectric material and approaches the theoretically
predicted value of 1.8. Cd alloying reduces the energy
separation of the two valence bands L and Σ by lowering the
energy of the former, which creates an enhancement of the
Seebeck coefficient, by as high as ∼25 μV K−1 at 923 K. At the
same time the valence band alignment between the PbSe matrix
and CdS1−xSex nanostructures facilitates carrier transport
without appreciable energy barriers across the samples, while
all-scale hierarchical structuring strongly reduces the lattice
thermal conductivity to very low values near ∼0.63 Wm−1 K−1.
Given that these values are still higher than the “minimal lattice
thermal conductivity” value of ∼0.36 Wm−1 K−1, as calculated
for Pb−Te−Se by the approach of Cahill,33 it seems to leave
room for even higher ZT values in this system. We call the
integration of multiple concepts a panoscopic approach that
could be applicable to other systems with crystal and electronic
band structures amenable to similar tailoring and nano-
structuring.
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